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Abstract

Much work has examined whether deaf and hearing individuals’ reading strategies are qualitatively
different, under the assumption that such differences might account for discrepancies in levels of
reading achievement (cf., Allen 1986; Gallaudet Research Institute 2005; Holt 1994; Karchmer
and Mitchell 2003; Traxler 2000; Wauters et al. 2006). While generalizing over the performance
of deaf readers is not trivial, the evidence seems to converge on the reader’s quality of modalityindependent language experience as the best predictor for reading abilities (Mayberry et al. 2011).
In order to better understand the relationship between sign literacy and written literacy, more
attention needs to be devoted to the fact that most deaf readers are bilingual in a signed and a
written language and that, in most cases, the written language is, effectively, their second language. The growing body of research on bilingualism and L2 processing is rapidly advancing our
understanding of the architecture of the bilingual brain and of the individual factors that might
affect both production and comprehension in a second language. This body of research has great
potential to illuminate aspects of deaf readers’ behavior that have heretofore appeared vexing. In
turn, including deaf literacy studies within the larger context of research on bilingualism will contribute to a richer picture of the bilingual experience.

1. Introduction
Reading comprehension studies involving deaf individuals have traditionally attempted to
identify those variables that might distinguish hearing and deaf readers, such as use of a
phonology-based decoding strategy, syntactic competence in the written language, and
sentence processing strategies. A comprehensive account of the reading abilities of deaf
individuals, however, remains elusive. Phonology-based models, for example, cannot easily account for the performance of congenitally deaf, highly proficient readers. As discussed below, there remains much debate over whether speech-based phonological
coding underlies the reading development of deaf individuals and correlates with their
reading comprehension (e.g., Mayberry et al. 2011). Similarly, while some studies point
to gaps in syntactic knowledge as a possible cause for reading differences, others suggest
that syntactic competence alone does not always predict reading skills and that more
general differences in processing resources are at stake (e.g., Kelly 2003). Little is known,
however, about the written sentence processing patterns of deaf readers. The few existing
studies reveal both differences between hearing and deaf readers and between different
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groups of deaf readers (e.g., Miller 2000, 2005), while the source of such processing
differences is not fully understood.
It is important to understand that deaf individuals bring a wide range of experiences to
the task of learning how to read. Onset of deafness, educational choices, and family background are key to language and literacy development. Crucially, only a small percentage of
the deaf population grows up in signing families and is exposed to language from birth.
More often, deaf children are not exposed to sign language in the earliest years of life.
Additionally, limited access to auditory input makes spoken language development before
the onset of reading unlikely. While most deaf individuals adopt a sign language as their
primary mode of communication (Karchmer and Mitchell, 2003), with the written language often becoming, effectively, their second language (L2),1 those acquiring a sign language early as their first language (L1) can arguably use their L1 skills to bootstrap L2
acquisition. This contrasts with individuals lacking a fully developed L1 when they are
exposed to print. This difference has long-lasting consequences for literacy skill development (Mayberry 2007). Specifically, while deaf adults who learned a sign language as their
L1 after the age of eight display pervasive phonological,2 syntactic, and lexical processing
deficits in sign language that set them apart from native and early signers (Boudreault and
Mayberry 2006; Mayberry and Eichen 1991; Mayberry and Witcher 2006, respectively), a
comparison of native and early signers to late language learners also indicates lower reading
skills and lower grammaticality judgment scores among late learners (cf., Mayberry and
Lock 2003). Other studies finding a relationship between signing and reading skills include
Chamberlain and Mayberry (2008), Hoffmeister (2000), Kampfe and Turecheck (1987),
Kuntze (2004), Mayberry (1989), Padden and Ramsey (2000), and Strong and Prinz
(2000). Importantly, these studies bring to the forefront the bilingual nature of deaf readers’
literacy. Yet, issues related to their reading comprehension have typically not been considered within the wider framework of current studies on bilingualism and L2 processing.
Recent work on bilingualism is rapidly advancing our understanding of the architecture
of the bilingual brain and of the factors affecting both production and comprehension in an
L2. We argue that this research has great potential to enhance our knowledge of deaf readers’ written literacy. For example, discoveries in how the bilingual lexicon is organized and
how L1–L2 connections modulate semantic access in the L2 can shed light on the well-documented, but still poorly understood, relationship between sign language proficiency and
reading skills. Similarly, work on the multiple variables modulating L2 processing may
potentially inform observed differences both among groups of deaf readers and between
deaf L2 and hearing L1 readers. At the same time, issues that may be somewhat unique to
deaf bilinguals, such as late versus early exposure to an L1, or learning the L2 through print,
can provide insight into the intricate relationship between the L1 and L2 in the general
bilingual population while also clarifying the effects of language modality on bilingualism.
We begin with an overview of traditional and current studies on deaf readers, focusing
on word recognition, syntactic competence, and attention to different sentential cues. We
then discuss how research in bilingualism can provide insights to deaf readers’ path to
literacy and provide new directions for re-examining their reading comprehension patterns.
2. Variables Potentially Affecting Deaf Readers’ Written Comprehension
2.1.

WORD RECOGNITION

Swift word recognition is critical for effective reading. Evidence that it plays an important
role in deaf readers comes from Kelly (2003), who found that the word-reading rate for
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adult deaf readers performing at college level was 367 ms in complex sentences – similar
to that of hearing college readers (Just et al. 1982) – while for participants performing at
the fifth grade level, the word-reading rate slowed to 503 ms.
That phonological knowledge plays an important role for word recognition among
both hearing children (Cunningham et al. 2002) and adults (Berent and Perfetti 1995;
Van Orden 1987; Van Orden et al. 1988) has triggered numerous studies of phonological coding abilities in deaf readers. However, the results remain inconclusive. Some
studies report evidence of phonological awareness among young deaf readers (Colin
et al. 2007; Harris and Moreno 2004) while others do not (Izzo 2002; Merrills et al.
1994). The strongest evidence for phonological coding among deaf readers comes from
studies with deaf adolescents and adults testing phonological similarity in recall (Conrad
1979; Hauser 2000) or lexical decision tasks (Hanson and Fowler 1987; Kelly 1993,
2003) and tongue twister effects in semantic acceptability tasks (Hanson et al. 1991).
Crucially, however, while some report correlations between phonological coding and
reading skills (Conrad 1979), the overall evidence is tenuous at best. For example, Kelly
(2003) found no relation between phonological coding and reading speed or accuracy
at the sentence level in adults (see also Waters and Doehring 1990 for children, and
Dyer et al. 2003 for adolescents). More recently, Dominguez and Alegria (2010) concluded that phonological representations of words underlie the reading and spelling
mechanism of Spanish deaf adults, but found only marginal correlations between metaphonological scores and reading.
An influential review of the literature completed in 2000 concluded that ‘deaf readers’ access to phonological representations may follow, rather than precede, initial word
identification’ (Musselman 2000:14). More recently, a meta-analysis by Mayberry et al.
(2011) found that phonological coding skills accounted for only 11% of the variance in
reading proficiency among deaf participants and that, even in cases in which a positive
correlation was found, a causal relation could not be established. Furthermore, a
thought-provoking study by McQuarrie and Parrila (2009) casts doubts on results
adducing evidence for phonological coding in tasks requiring a two-choice similarity
judgment. They tested the ability of deaf students (ages 8–18) to make form similarity
judgments of printed stimuli at the phonemic, syllabic, and rhyme levels and found that
judgments were guided by visual and motoric rather than phonological cues. They
noted that, although visual ⁄ tactile information might form part of the phonological
characteristics of the input, such cues were insufficient to provide fine-grained contrastive distinctions between the sounds of words and led to confusions when in conflict
with contrastive phonological cues. Despite an overall lack of sensitivity to spoken language phonology, their participants’ reading skills ranged from poor to very skilled.
This supports the notion that spoken language-based phonological coding is neither
necessary to attain good reading comprehension skills nor a discriminating factor
between poor and strong deaf readers.
What might then be key to successful print decoding among skilled deaf readers?
McQuarrie and Parrila suggest that knowledge of the sublexical structure of a signed
language may subserve the development of lexical analytical skills in the written language. As the evidence for a phonology-based path to reading for deaf readers loses
ground and evidence for a correlation between reading and signing skills mounts, it
becomes imperative to further investigate the nature of the role that sign language
may play in connecting print and meaning. We will return to this question in the last
section.
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2.2.

SYNTACTIC COMPETENCE IN THE WRITTEN LANGUAGE

Prelingually deaf individuals often learn to read prior to mastering the grammar of the
written language. That is, they acquire the written language grammar as they learn to
read and not vice versa, as is the case for hearing readers. Some researchers have argued
that this process of language acquisition, along with limited exposure to the spoken language, can constrain the ability to deduce and internalize its syntactic rules, which might,
in turn, account for observed discrepancies between hearing and deaf readers (Quigley
1982; Webster 1986; Wilbur and Quigley 1975; Wood 1984).3 Quigley (1982) and
Wood (1984), for example, claimed that some misinterpretations of English sentences by
deaf readers suggest the imposition of a subject–verb–object order even on structures such
as passives that do not follow a canonical thematic order. Similarly, other studies appeal
to competence gaps in complex structures to account for comprehension difficulties when
compared to syntactically less complex structures (Quigley et al. 1977; Robbins and
Hatcher 1981). Furthermore, in a study of deaf adolescents from oral and signing programs, Kelly (1996) argued that limitations on English syntactic competence prevented
readers from extracting full meaning from the sentential vocabulary and concluded that
syntax both directly and indirectly affects sentence comprehension.
While syntactic competence might vary among deaf readers, evidence suggests that
syntactic knowledge itself is not what ultimately predicts reading proficiency. Lillo-Martin
et al. (1992) tested two groups of deaf high school students with different independently
measured English reading comprehension levels on their knowledge of relative clauses
(RC) in English, signed English,4 and American sign language (ASL). Despite differences
in reading comprehension spanning four grades, both groups produced very few errors
across RC sentence types and showed similar comprehension patterns in all three formats,
suggesting that the difference in reading ability between the two groups was not due to a
syntactic deficit. Instead, they hypothesized that a discrepancy in processing resources
might explain the group differences.
Similarly, in Kelly (2003), two groups of deaf college students with different reading
comprehension levels nevertheless showed the same on-line reading patterns for English
RCs. Crucially, increased processing difficulty is predicted at the RC verb if the RC is
appropriately parsed, since that is where the thematic roles of the sentence constituents
are interpreted. Both groups slowed at the verb, but only the less skilled readers showed
overall slower reading latencies and lower comprehension scores in RC sentences versus
simpler control sentences. Kelly concluded that processing factors related to reading automaticity and cognitive resource allocation were driving the group differences in comprehension skills.
In sum, the available findings suggest that syntactic competence alone does not guarantee effective reading skills. Rather, other general processing issues might be involved,
although there remains no consensus on the source(s) of the purported processing difference(s) between more and less skilled readers.
2.3.

SENTENCE PROCESSING STRATEGIES

Research has also examined possible qualitative differences in the sentence parsing of deaf
and hearing readers. Some researchers claim that deaf readers may rely on semantic and
pragmatic information to compensate for syntactic knowledge gaps or processing limitations. For example, Gormley and Franzen (1978) suggested that deaf readers rely more
on context and background information; Dalby and Letourneau (1991) reported deaf
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readers’ own intuition that they engage print as a primary linguistic system and derive
meaning through pragmatic inferences and modality-independent linguistic knowledge
(cf., Kuntze 2004:184), and De Villiers and Pomerantz (1992) proposed that deaf readers
encountering unfamiliar syntactic structures rely on vocabulary to interpret written text.
More recently, Dominguez and Alegria (2010) argued that Spanish deaf readers exploited
the so-called keyword strategy to extract meaning from written text. Again, however, the
extent to which deaf readers rely on lexical, semantic, and syntactic information to process sentences remains poorly understood.
Nevertheless, some insights emerge from early electromagnetic and event related
potential (ERP) studies examining the neural systems underlying syntactic and semantic
processing in hearing and deaf readers. Neville et al. (1992) compared ERP responses to
closed-class English words, which convey syntactic information, and open-class English
words, which refer to objects and events, in hearing native English speakers and congenitally deaf participants whose L1 was ASL. Both showed quantitatively and qualitatively
similar ERP responses to open-class words. However, for the hearing readers closed-class
words elicited negative peak responses distributed over left hemisphere areas assumed to
be responsible for syntactic processing, whereas this effect was generally absent for the
deaf readers. Interestingly, a sub-group of deaf participants with English proficiency scores
comparable to the hearing participants’ displayed the same pattern of responses to the
closed-class words as the hearing readers, although the small size of this group prevented
drawing statistically based conclusions. Neville et al. concluded that different neural systems mediate the processing of words carrying syntactic versus semantic information. Further, differences between hearing and deaf participants indicate that early language
experience can alter the development of these distinct neural substrates. These results are
complemented by studies of L1 syntactic processing in ASL versus English which demonstrate considerable overlap in neural systems despite differences in language modality
(Bavelier et al. 1998; Neville et al. 1997). Thus, the different patterns of brain activity in
Neville et al. (1992) likely reflected L1 versus L2 processing.
Behavioral studies of syntactic processing in deaf readers are consistent with the electrophysiological evidence. Hung et al. (1981) tested American deaf signing high school
students in a sentence-picture verification task in English and ASL in which affirmative
and negative statements accurately or inaccurately described spatial relationships in a target
picture. For the ASL sentences, participants’ response times fit a linearly increasing function revealing sensitivity to the syntactic complexity of the target sentence. By contrast,
participants’ performance did not fit this model for the English sentences. They concluded that this performance contrast indexed different levels of automaticity in low-level
processing of ASL versus English that, in turn, conditioned whether sufficient resources
were available in each language to compute syntactic operations.
In an off-line study of younger deaf readers, Miller (2005) compared comprehension
across hearing, hard of hearing (HoH), and deaf students in semantically plausible and
implausible sentences and found lower comprehension levels among the deaf and HoH
participants only in the implausible condition, indicating general reliance on semantic
cues (see also Miller 2000). Closer scrutiny of the deaf and HoH participants, however,
revealed three performance groups: a small group exhibiting comprehension difficulties in
both conditions, a group showing comprehension difficulties only for implausible sentences, and a group performing well in both conditions, revealing attention to syntactic
cues. There was a balanced number of deaf and HoH participants in the second and third
groups. Furthermore, in the group with the best syntactic processing abilities, the common variable was that their parents were also deaf or HoH and so the students were
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more likely to have been exposed to sign language from birth. These results indicate that
age of exposure to language, as opposed to auditory experience (i.e., HoH versus deaf),
impacted the groups’ ability to utilize syntactic cues. Along these lines, a recent on-line
study by Traxler et al. (2010), using a moving window technique, tested adult deaf
ASL-English bilinguals’ parsing of English subject and object RCs, as well as active and
passive structures. While attention to syntactic cues was not uniform, the key variable
predicting sensitivity to the syntactic manipulations was onset of ASL acquisition. Native
signers were more sensitive to syntactic cues than early signers, who were, in turn, more
tuned to syntactic cues than late signers. These results again call attention to the importance of age of L1 exposure for reading development as well as to the bilingual relationship between ASL and reading skills in this population.
Finally, a recent eyetracking study by Piñar et al. (2010) found that highly proficient
deaf ASL-English bilingual college students showed sensitivity to the increased syntactic
complexity of object versus subject English RCs, in which the animacy of the relativized
noun phrase was manipulated, much as hearing native English speakers do (Traxler et al.
2005). Participants with lower L2 proficiency, by contrast, experienced processing difficulty whenever the animacy properties of the relativized constituents conflicted with animacy expectations for thematic position (i.e., animate objects and inanimate subjects),
thus showing reliance mainly on semantic cues. Possibly, as has been found for other bilinguals, greater L2 proficiency affords better availability of the cognitive resources needed
for higher level computations in the L2.
Overall, these studies show that deaf and HoH individuals do not uniformly exploit
syntactic information during reading comprehension and that those who do not use available syntactic cues might rely on other top-down strategies. Whether differences in
attending to syntactic cues stem from syntactic competence or more general processing
resources issues remains under investigation. What seems clear is the importance of carefully factoring in the language history variables and individual characteristics of deaf readers in order to draw nuanced conclusions about their processing strategies.
3. Future Directions: Deaf Readers in Light of Current Studies on Bilingualism and L2 Processing
Much work has examined whether deaf and hearing individuals’ reading strategies are
qualitatively different, under the assumption that such differences might account for discrepancies in levels of reading achievement (cf., Allen 1986; Gallaudet Research Institute
2005; Holt 1994; Karchmer and Mitchell 2003; Traxler 2000; Wauters et al. 2006). The
emerging picture is complex. Generalizing over the performance of deaf readers is not
trivial, but the evidence seems to converge on the reader’s quality of modality-independent language experience as the best predictor for reading abilities (Mayberry et al. 2011).
Many studies report a positive relationship between sign language and reading, with
researchers such as McQuarrie and Parrila (2009) positing that sublexical mappings
between signs and print might provide a better path to reading than spoken language
phonology for deaf readers. Yet, the fact that a signed language and the spoken language
represented by print are completely different languages, in different modalities, with little
form overlap, raises questions about how exactly the mapping between sign and print
might work. Under the assumption that the path to reading is unilingual and requires
spoken phonology to be mapped onto its orthography, the issue might, indeed, seem
vexing. By contrast, acknowledging a bilingual path from print to meaning among deaf
readers might afford new insight into this question.
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Abundant evidence in bilingualism research indicates that bilinguals jointly activate
both languages when presented with stimuli in one of their languages. Much of this evidence comes from studies involving languages with phonological and orthographic overlap in which target words with cognates in the non-target language are recognized faster
than controls, arguably due to the activation of sub-lexical form-meaning connections in
both languages (e.g., Beauvillain and Grainger 1987; Dijkstra 2005; Kroll and de Groot
1997; Marian and Spivey 2003). Predictably, cross-language homophones and homographs, which share form but not meaning, inhibit word recognition (e.g., Dijkstra et al.
1999). Evidence of cross-language activation has also been found for languages without
orthographic overlap (Thierry and Wu 2007) and for hearing bimodal bilinguals (Emmorey et al. 2008a).
Recently, Morford et al. (2011) examined whether adult deaf ASL-English bilinguals
activated the ASL equivalents of English word pairs in a semantic relatedness task in
which the stimuli were presented exclusively in print. They found that these bilinguals
accepted semantically related English pairs faster when their ASL translations were formrelated (i.e., overlapped in two or more sublexical parameters, such as handshape, location, and movement) than when the translations were not form-related. Conversely,
underlying form-related ASL translations inhibited responses to semantically unrelated
English pairs. This study provides some of the first evidence that deaf bilinguals activate
sublexical aspects of signs when making semantic decisions about printed words. While
still incipient, this line of research has the potential to provide groundbreaking insights
into how sign and print connect in reading. For instance, a long-standing model of bilingual lexical architecture, the Revised Hierarchical model (RHM; Kroll and Stewart
1994), predicts that less proficient bilinguals rely on the L1 to retrieve meaning in L2,
thus activating a path from L2 to L1 form when accessing conceptual meaning. As proficiency increases, direct L2 form and meaning connections strengthen, although L1 forms
are still activated (Sunderman and Kroll 2006). While the bilinguals in Morford et al.’s
study were highly proficient in both languages and thus might not have activated the
ASL signs prior to retrieving meaning, the evidence that deaf bilinguals activate signs
while reading words regardless of modality or form overlap brings us closer to understanding the much-debated issue of sign-to-print mapping.
In fact, given Morford et al.’s results showing that deaf sign-print bilinguals exhibit patterns of co-activation similar to those of other bilinguals, the RHM would predict that
deaf bilinguals with weaker or developing proficiency in the written language will rely
on sign forms to access meaning in print. Interestingly, Hermans et al. (2008) found a
strong positive correlation between deaf children’s scores in Sign Language of the Netherlands vocabulary and Dutch reading vocabulary and argued that children dominant in a
sign language understand written vocabulary through associations with preexisting sign
language vocabulary knowledge. More recent evidence from Ormel et al. (forthcoming),
showing that deaf Dutch children activated phonological and iconic features of sign
equivalents in an on-line print-picture matching task, indicates that print-sign co-activation does occur in developing deaf bilinguals and might constitute a key step in the
development of direct links between orthography and meaning. Studies examining the
timing of sign activation in more and less proficient deaf bilinguals are needed to investigate whether signs are activated prior to accessing the meaning of print, particularly in
less proficient and developing readers. Answers to these questions will provide a better
understanding of the role of sign competence in reading, in particular of the role of signprint connections as an alternative path in reading development. If signs do provide a link
to meaning at developing proficiency stages, we might speculate that early exposure to
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both sign and print will facilitate the establishment of direct links between print and conceptual meaning, whereas delayed exposure might compromise the process by which
print-meaning associations become automatic, which might in turn affect processing at
higher levels.
Similarly, research on sentence parsing in deaf readers can benefit from explicit comparison to other bilinguals reading in their L2. In view of the evidence that additional
cognitive costs are involved in processing an L2 as compared to the L1 (Michael and
Gollan 2005), it is somewhat surprising that deaf readers’ comprehension patterns have,
for years, been gauged only against those of hearing individuals reading in L1. Admittedly,
many factors might affect deaf readers’ written sentence comprehension. As we have discussed, deaf individuals vary regarding onset of L1 acquisition, and delay in L1 acquisition
leads to deficits in both L1 and L2 processing (Mayberry 2007), and can even have cognitive consequences in other domains (cf., Courtin 2000 regarding late language exposure
and theory of mind). Learning the L2 through print might also affect the representations
of the L2 of deaf as compared to hearing bilinguals.5 Yet, a thorough examination of deaf
readers’ sentence processing within the context of L2 processing research should help tease
apart those aspects of deaf bilinguals’ sentence parsing that might be the result of the cognitive constraints imposed by reading in an L2 from those that might stem from their specific language development or primary sensory-motor modality.
To our knowledge, research by Mayberry and Lock (2003) constitutes an exception in
that they compared English language abilities in deaf ASL-English bilinguals and hearing
English-L2 bilinguals to those of hearing English monolinguals. They found that when
the age of acquisition (AoA) of the L1 and L2 were controlled, deaf and hearing EnglishL2 learners did not differ on sentence comprehension or grammaticality judgments of
English structures ranging in complexity. Deaf English-L2 readers who acquired an L1
early and hearing English-L2 readers performed below the English monolingual group,
but significantly above the deaf late-L1 group, thus isolating L1 AoA as a key variable for
L2 acquisition as opposed to L1 sensory-motor modality. At minimum, this result indicates that grouping deaf readers without attention to their individual variables and comparing deaf bilingual readers only to hearing monolinguals can miss important
generalizations affecting both hearing and deaf L2 readers.
Research on L2 sentence processing has identified differences between native speakers
versus L2 learners, as well as variables modulating those differences, that might be relevant
when examining the parsing strategies of deaf bilinguals. For example, an influential proposal by Clahsen and Felser (2006) claims that the syntactic representations that L2 learners build are less detailed than those computed by adult L1 speakers. They posit that
whereas L1 speakers prioritize structure-driven strategies and syntactic information, L2
speakers favor lexical-semantic and pragmatic information. However, a number of studies
highlight the critical role of proficiency during L2 reading (Gillon Dowens et al. 2009;
Kotz et al. 2008), suggesting that at high levels of proficiency L2 speakers are able to
recruit syntactic processes hypothesized to be partly automatic (Pakulak and Neville
2010). Working memory span (Dussias and Piñar 2010), and experienced-based factors
such as immersion (Dussias 2003; Dussias and Sagarra 2007) also modulate whether sufficient resources are available to attend to different types of sentential cues, with L2 AoA
(as reported in Neville and Bavelier 2000) even affecting the neural substrates involved in
syntactic processing. As a suggestion for future directions, studies comparing deaf bilingual
readers to both monolinguals and to other bilinguals functioning in their L2 that carefully
control for the learners’ individual variables can provide a more complete characterization
of deaf readers’ print processing abilities than has been achieved thus far.
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Given the reported relationship between signing and English skills in deaf bilinguals, a
multi-level approach to measuring proficiency in both the signed and the written language will be crucial for understanding how knowledge and use of the two languages
modulate reading processes.6 Future studies need to investigate language processing at
various stages of L1 and L2 development in deaf individuals to better understand the
developmental trajectory of reading processes as a function of gradually increasing proficiency in both the signed and written languages. Future research also needs to explore
the use of different online measures that are closely time-locked to the input so that
short-lived input-driven processes are not missed. L2 speakers display behaviors that suggest insensitivity to certain syntactic properties of the L2, but show sensitivity to those
same properties when measures that are time-locked to the input are employed (Tokowicz and MacWhinney 2005). Relying on multiple response measures for our theorizing
has the advantage that the weaknesses of one method can be compensated by the
strengths of others.
4. Conclusion
Bilingualism plays a central role in the lives of deaf individuals, and mounting evidence
indicates that signing and reading skills are related. This calls for a shift in how we look
at deaf readers’ comprehension patterns toward a bilingual perspective that examines how
knowledge of a signed language interacts with the processing of print, one that considers
similarities between deaf bilinguals and other bilingual readers. This approach is already
revealing a richer portrait of the lexical representations of deaf bilinguals and bringing us
closer to understanding the role that sign plays in the development of reading. At the
same time, given that deaf individuals bring a wide variety of previous linguistic experiences to the task of learning how to read, it will be important to attend carefully to individual differences in pursuing a nuanced characterization of sign-print bilingualism.
On the other hand, attention to differences between deaf and hearing bilinguals will
enrich current models of bilingualism and contribute to our knowledge of how bilingualism affects cognition. For example, research shows that a lifetime of dealing with competing alternatives created by the parallel activation of two languages yields long-term
cognitive benefits in executive function that extend to non-linguistic tasks (Bialystok
et al. 2005, 2009). Emmorey et al. (2008b), however, found that hearing speech-sign bilinguals appear not to display the same inhibitory control benefits as unimodal bilinguals,
arguably because there is less need to inhibit the non-target language (at least lexically)
when it is in a different modality. Given that deaf readers’ lexical representations of the
spoken language might be more visually based than those of hearing bimodal bilinguals,
the question arises as to whether sign-print bilinguals need to exert more inhibitory control than speech-sign bilinguals – even though they may know the same languages – and
whether they reap the same cognitive benefits in inhibitory control tasks as speech-speech
bilinguals. In sum, research on deaf readers has much to benefit from the growing body
of research on bilingualism and L2 processing, while studies of deaf bilinguals are already
contributing to a more complete characterization of what it means to be bilingual.
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1

For deaf individuals for whom sign language exposure is delayed, it might be inaccurate to refer to sign language
as the first language. One additional caveat is that we are using the terms L1 and L2 interchangeably with the
notions of more and less dominant language.
2
Phonology here refers to the sublexical structure of signs, based on contrastive parameters such as handshape,
location, movement, and palm orientation (cf., Battison 1978; Stokoe 1960).
3
Note that at the time these studies were done, generally no heed was paid to whether the readers had a fully
developed L1 on which to rely through this process or not.
4
Signed English is a form of sign communication that approximates the grammar and word order of spoken English.
5
We thank two anonymous reviewers for stressing this point.
6
As an anonymous reviewer points out, one challenge is to come up with English proficiency measures for deaf
readers that are not solely based on reading.
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